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OBJECTIVE/APPROACH
The objective of the multihundred kW power system management and distri-
bution program is to develop the critical components, circuits and subsystems
required to manage the generation, storage, and distribution of energy in
large, orbital space systems. The approach taken to accomplish this objective
is to design a reference system including the generation, energy storage, elec-
trical power management and thermal energy management subsystems. This refer-
ence design is then used to assess at the system level the impact of changing
various subsystem parameters. Based on the reference system design, a detailed
design of the power management subsystem will be performed. The power manage-
ment subsystem is autonomous and based on ground utility power systems concepts
to the maximum extent possible. An agency power system breadboard is being
developed for characterization and verification of the various component and
subsystem technology developments.
OBJECTIVE:
• DEVELOP CR ITICALCOMPONENTS, C IRCUITS,AND SUBSYSTEMS
REQUIRED TO MANAGE THE GENERATION, STORAGE, AND DISTRI-
BUTION OF ENERGY INLARGE SPACE SYSTEMS.
APPROACH:
• PERFORMREFERENCESYSTEMDESIGN
•GENERATION
• ENERGYSTORAGE
• ELECTRICALPOWERMANAGEMENT
• THERMALENERGYMANAGEMENT
• DEVELOPPOWERMANAGEMENTAND DI STRI BUTION SUBSYSTEM
FORMULTI-100 kW ORBITAL POWERPLANT.
• PROVIDEAN AGENCYBREADBOARDFORCOMPONENTAND
SUBSYSTEMCHARACTERI ZATION AND VERI FICATI ON.
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AMPS INTERFACES:
On this page is a block diagram depicting the major elements of the power
system technology program and their key interfaces. As can be seen, the heart
of the system is the power management and distribution element which is tilted
the autonomously managed power system (amps). The various functions of the
amps in relation to the other major elements are listed. For instance, the
power generation system can be monitored and controlled to optimize its per-
formance. For a photovoltaic system this might include solar pointing func-
tions as well as on-array regulation and/or conditioning of power.
In the energy storage subsystem, capability will exist for utilization of
various energy storage elements in direct proportion to their state-of-health.
If secondary batteries are used, the generation of an appropriate signal can
tell the amps control center that a different recharge fraction, different
charge cutoff voltage, or different operating temperature for a particular
battery (or battery module) would improve overall system performance.
Thermal control of the entire spacecraft is implemented by amps through
appropriate sensing, logic, and control signal initiation.
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SCHEDULE:
A BRIEFOVERVIEWOFTHEPROGRAM SCHEDULEWITH SOME OF THEMAJOR
MILESTONESLISTEDISSHOWN ON THEFACINGPAGE. SPECIFICPROGRAM
TARGETSINCLUDE:
(I) COMPLETIONOF REFERENCESYSTEM BASELINEAND ESTABLISH-
MENT OFTECHNOLOGYRISKFORTHEVARIOUS OPTIONSIDENTI-
FIEDBY MID-FY1981.
(2) DEVELOPMENTOFCRITICALCIRCUITAND SUBSYSTEMTECHNOLOGIES
REQUIRED FORMANAGEMENT OFMULTI-100KW POWERSYSTEMS
BY THEENDOF FY 1983.
(3) DEMONSTRATIONOF AUTOMATEDPOWER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
BY THEEND OF FY 1983.
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AMPS FUNCTIONS
As depicted on the facing page, the amps performs five basic functions:
(i) Total power system management
(2) Source control
(3) Energy storage control
(4) Thermal system management
(5) Distribution control
The components and equipment required to accomplish the implementation of each
function is listed. Based on the reference power system concept selected, de-
tailed design requirements for each component or piece of equipment will be
generated, and the required technology developments identified.
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS:
A preliminary list of component technology developments based on proposed
concepts and assessments made to date is shown. A list of component develop-
ments required for the selected eps concept and reference design will be an
output of the component technology assessment task.
COMPONENTTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTS:
DEVELOPMENTITEM PRIMARYCHARACTERISTICS
RPC 300VDC,100A
SOLIDSTATECKr. BREAKER 300V, 1 - 20A
300V,50-200A
VACUUMSWITCH 300V,200A
ON-ARRAYSWITCHINGDEVICES XSISTOR-300V,10A
MICROPROCESSORDATABUS
SLIPRINGS
ROTARYTRANSFORMER 300V,400A
CONNECTORS 300V,200A
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AMPS BREADBOARD VERIFICATION OBJECTIVES:
• Establish transient response to load switching
• Verify fault detection and clearing
• Measure system efficiencies for various operating modes
• Estabish and verify power quality standards
• Demonstrate utility power management and distribution concept
• Evaluate new component technologies in a realistic environment
DEVELOPMENTRECOMMENDATIONS"
I,-u
UL
• HIGHVOLTAGEBUSANDCOMPONENTS1100- 300V)
•o I_:;_t
• AUTOMATEDPOWERSYSTEMUTILIZING ON-BOARDFAULTDETECTIONAND
CORRECTIONTOMINIMIZE GROUNDSYSTEMCOST
OHIGHVOLTAGEBUSANDCOMPONENTS(300V - 1 KV) IN WHICHUSEOF
ALTERNATINGCURRENTMAYBEATTRACTIVE
*SOURCE:SYMPOSIUMONPOWERTECHNOLOGYFORFUTURESYNCHORONOUSSATELLITES
ANDPLATFORMS,MAY1079.
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CONCLUSION
O The amps program for LEO technology in the 250 kW category includes all
specific technology and development activities recommended by the "power
technology for future synchronous satellites and platforms symposium" of
May 1979 except fiber optics
RECOMMENDATION
• The amps program be augmented to the extent that breadboard testing in-
clude GEO mission profiles and unique operating parameters.
TECHNOLOGYRECOMMENDATIONS*
ODEVELOPRELAYS,FUSES,AND SOLID STATESWITCHESTODISTRIBUTEPOWERTO
MULTI-KWLOADSIN 100TO400VOLTSYSTEMSWITHCURRENTSIN THE100AMPERERANGE,
• DEVELOPANDQUALIFYA RADIATIONHARDENEDPOWERSUBSYSTEMCENTRALPROCESSOR
INCLUDINGSOFTWAREIMPLEMENTATIONORBATTERYCHARGECONTROL,LOADMANAGEMENT,
POWERSYSTEMSTATEOFHEALTHMONITORSANDCONTROLANDTELEMETRYCONDITIONING.
• REDUCECABLINGWEIGHTBY FLIGHTQUALIFICATIONOF100- 500V SOLARARRAYSAND
100- 300V BATTERIES.
• REDUCERFANDSIGNALCABLINGWEIGHTTHROUGHTHEUSEOFFIBEROPTICS.
OREDUCEPOWERCONDITIONINGANDDISTRIBUTIONEQUIPMENTWEIGHTBY ADVANCING
THESTATEOFTHEARTOFHIGHFREQUENCY/HIGHVOLTAGE/HIGHPOWERCONVERSIONAND
CONTROLEQUIPMENT.
*SOURCE:SYMPOSIUMONPOWERTECHNOLOGYFORFUTURESYNCHRONOUSSATELLITESAND
PLATFORM,MAY1979.
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